CORPORATE OVERVIEW

IntelliDyne has been providing reliable service to our Federal Government clients for over 20 years. In fact, many of our first clients have enjoyed the Above and Beyond experience so much that they are still partnered with us two decades later. Why? Because IntelliDyne’s exceptional personnel fuse industry expertise, experience, science, process, and innovative technology solutions together to help client organizations transform and realize outstanding performance outcomes. We manage public sector programs that deliver higher operational efficiency and measurable value to our clients.

Contract Vehicles
- General Services Administration (GSA) IT 70 Schedule (including the Health IT SIN 132-51 and 132-56)
- US Department of Justice Information Technology Support Services (ITSS) IV
- NIH CIO-SP3 as Hygeia Solutions Partners, LLC

Our Certifications
- VMware Partner, Professional Solution Provider
- Cisco Professionals Partner
- Sitecore Certified Implementation Partner
- Microsoft Gold Midmarket Solution Provider
- V3 (Virginia Values Veterans) Program
- CMMI SVCS Maturity Level 3
- ISO-9001 Certified
- ISO-20000 Certified
- ISO-27001 Certified
CORPORATE CAPABILITIES

Enterprise Infrastructure Management
Local or global? Onsite or virtual? Your organization can benefit from our expert ability to guide transformation in your unique environments. Our EIM initiatives drive predictability, streamline technology efficiency across the enterprise, accelerate virtualization, lower overall risk to operations, improve operational agility, and realize significant cost reduction.

Data Analytics
You’re churning out numbers and metrics, but you don’t know what they mean. Our analytics speak your language. We combine our data science and your subject-matter expertise to create highly effective, analytic solutions that demonstrate transparency, accountability, and insights that impact the value of your data through cost-saving measures.

Application Development
Chances are customer expectations have exceeded your legacy applications, but digital transformation does not come in a mobile app, a cloud, or a blockchain. Emerging technology is only disruptive if applied to the enterprise with adaptive design, agile execution, and an unwavering focus on business outcomes. IntelliDyne is the trusted partner who can help you rethink how people, processes, and tools can fundamentally enhance your business performance.

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
Still trying to figure out how to “do more with less” in a fiscal cost-cutting climate? Using RPA, a software technology that can mimic human behavior, IntelliDyne can create a virtual digital workforce, capable of performing simple to complex repetitive business processes that rely on data entry or data movement tasks – freeing employees from high volume, error prone, repetitive tasks to work on higher-order, more important, or even more satisfying issues.

Want to know more? Contact us:
3110 Fairview Park Drive, Suite 1000
Falls Church, VA 22042
703.575.9715
IntelliDyne-llc.com/DHITS
solutions@intellidyne-llc.com

Flexibility & Responsiveness through our Hygeia Joint Venture

Solutions and services are available on a variety of contract vehicles through IntelliDyne or the IntelliDyne-led joint venture Hygeia Solutions Partners, LLC.

Hygeia is a joint venture (JV) of four Information Technology (IT) industry-leading member companies: IntelliDyne, Govplace, ERT, and Argentys. Our member companies operate in concert to leverage our diverse yet complementary offerings to deliver innovative, comprehensive health IT solutions that include engineering, science, integration, technical support and application development. Hygeia members include:

IntelliDyne, LLC is a consulting firm enabling better business performance through innovative technology solutions.

Govplace is a value-added reseller and systems integrator, exclusively focused on providing the public sector with best of breed products, services and solutions.

ERT tackles demanding projects in Earth and space science missions, environmental services, and IT infrastructure for Federal and state government organizations.

Argentys produces specialized analytical and scientific software, complete application solutions, and delivers flexible biomedical IT staff and scientific expertise.